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Abstract
We present efficient algorithms for broadcasting mul-
tiple messages. We assume n processors, one of which
contains m packets that it must broadcast to each
of the remaining n - 1 processors. The processors
communicate in rounds. In one round each proces-
sor is able to send one packet to any other proces-
sor and receive one packet from any other proces-
sor. We give a broadcasting algorithm which requires
m + log n + 310g log n + 15 rounds. In addition, we
show a simple lower bound of m + pog n1- 1 rounds
for broadcasting in this model.
1 Introduction
Broadcasting is one of the most important commu-
nication operations in both scientific and commercial
parallel applications. In scientific applications, broad-
casting is used for loading copies of a single program
into each of the processors in a parallel machine and in
a variety oflinear algebra algorithms [10, 14] includine;
matrix multiplication [15], Gaussian elimination [17J,
[7], LU-factorization [11], and Householder transfor-
mations. In commercIal applications, broadcasting is
frequently used in the database join operation [3].
Because of the importance of broadcasting, a great
deal of research has been devoted to obtaining efficient
broadcasting algorithms [12]. The majority of this re-
search has assumed that the processors conununicate
through some specific interconnection topology and
has attempted to optimize the broadcast algorithm to
match the interconnection topology. However, several
recent parallel architectures have supported a "fully-
connected" model of communication in which it is
equally efficient to send a packet between any given
pair of processors. For example, GF-ll [4] is a syn-
chronous, SIMD machine in which the processors are
connected by a multistage Benes network. The time
required to send a packet between any pair of pro-
cessors is independent of which pair of processors are
communicating, and the Benes network can support
the simultaneous transmission of any n packets from n
processors to n processors, provided that each proces-
sor sends at most one packet and receives at most one
packet (and the pattern of communication is known
at compile-time). Another example is the Vulcan par-
allel computer [5], in which each processor has a local
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memory and processors communicate by sending mes-
sages over a multistage network. Thus in Vulcan, each
processor is the same distance from every other pro-
cessor and there is no locality in the interconnection
network. Other examples of parallel computers which
support a "fully-connected" model of communication
(despite having some locality in their interconnection
networks) include Intel's iPSC/2, Thinking Machines'
CM-2 and CM-5, and NCUBE Inco's NCUBE-I0.
In this paper we study efficient broadcasting algo-
rithms for a ''fully-connected'' model of parallel com-
munication in which the communication is organized
in rounds. In this model there is a collection of n pro-
cessors, each of which has a local memory. During
anyone round, every processor can both send a single
packet to anyone other processor and receive a single
packet from anyone other processor.
In addition to accurately reflecting certain parallel ar-
chitectures, there are many other advantages to this
model of parallel communication. First, the fact that
the rounds model does not assume any single topol-
ogy makes it very general and flexible. For example, it
allows the creation of algorithms that are portable be-
tween different machines, which can operate within ar-
bitrary and dynamic subsets of processors, and which
can operate in the presence of faults (assuming con-
nectivity is maintained). Second, algorithms devel-
oped for the rounds model can be helpful for creat-
ing algorithms for specific topologies, either by find-
ing an efficient mapping of the communication pat-
tern of the algorithm developed for the rounds model
to the desired topology, or by providing insight by
focusing on the problem of scheduling send and re-
ceive calls rather than the problem of routing these
calls. Third, even though the rounds model is syn-
chronous, the assumption that each packet transmis-
sion takes unit time is not necessary for the correct-
ness of the algorithm. Because sends and receives are
paired, an asynchronous architecture which supports
blocking sends and receives will implement algorithms
designed for the rounds model correctly.
The broadcasting problem consists of sending m pack-
ets from one processor, called the broadcaster, to each
of the n - 1 remaining processors. Broadcasting with
this model of communication has been studied by sev-
eral other researchers [1, 2]. Alon et al. showed that
when n is a power of 2, or when n is a prime such that
2 is a generator of the multiplicative group modulo
n, broadcasting m = 1 packet requires exactly flog n1
rounds l [1]. Alon et al. also showed that for arbi-
trary n, broadcasting m = 1 packet can be performed
in 2 flog n1rounds, and they considered fault-tolerant
broadcasting algorithms [1]. Bar-Noy and Kipnis gave
an algorithm for arbitrary n which broadcasts m pack-
etsin m+210gn-O(I) rounds [2].
In this paper we will present a broadcasting algorithm
that requires only m + log n + 310g log n + 15 rounds
and works for arbitrary values of n. Therefore, when
n is large compared to m, the algorithm presented
here is almost twice as fast as the fastest previously
known algorithm. In addition, we show a simple lower
bound of m + flog n1- 1 rounds, so the algorithm
presented here is within an additive O(log log n) term
of optimal. Finally, it should be noted that a num-
ber of broadcasting algorithms have been designed for
different models of communication. For example, the
hypercube algorithm developed by Ho [13] yields an
m + log n - 1 rounds algorithm when n is a power
of 2, exactly matching the lower bound mentioned
above. However, no efficient technique is known for
extending this algorithm to the case of arbitrary val-
ues of n. Also, optimal broadcasting algorithms have
been developed for a model of communication in which
each processor is only allowed to send or receive a
single packet in a round [8, 9]. Although this more
restricted model of communication does match some
existing parallel architectures, other existin& architec-
tures allow simultaneous sends and receives l4, 5], and
it is likely that many future architectures will support
simultaneous sends and receives.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we give the lower bound and briefly review
techniques for efficient broadcasting. In Section 3 we
define a class of trees, which we call "Generalized Fi-
bonacci Trees", and prove certain properties of these
trees. Section 4 then shows how these Generalized Fi-
bonacci Trees can be used to obtain an efficient broad-
casting algorithm.
2 Preliminaries
We begin by proving a simple lower bound. Many sim-
ilar lower bounds have been shown for related prob-
lems [1, 12].
2.1 Lower Bound
Lemma 2.1 Broadcasting m packets among n proces-
sors requires at least m + flog n1- 1 rounds.
Proof: The broadcaster needs m - 1 rounds to send
out all but one of the packets. Let I denote the last
packet which is sent from the broadcaster. Because in
anyone round each processor that contains a copy of
I can send I to at most one other processor, the num-
ber of processors containing I can at most double per
IThroughout this paper, logn will denote the base-2 loga-
ritlun of n.
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round. Therefore, it takes at least flog n1 rounds to
distribute I to all of the processors, and the broadcast
requires at least m + flog n1- 1 rounds. 0
2.2 Broadcast Based on One Spanning
Tree
One very simple technique for broadcasting is to create
a single tree which spans the n processors and which
is rooted at the broadcaster. The broadcaster begins
by sending a copy of its first packet to each of its
children. The broadcaster then repeats this process
for each of the remaining m - 1 packets. Whenever a
node receives a packet, it sends copies of the packet to
each of its children.
Different spanning trees can be used, yielding broad-
casting algorithms with different running times. One
frequently used spanning tree is the binomial tree [18],
which is naturally derived from a recursive doub)ing
algorithm. When a single spanning binomial tree is
used, the broadcast requires m flog n1 rounds. There-
fore, except for when m = 1 (in which case the bi-
nomial tree algorithm is optimal), this algorithm is
far from optimal. When a Hamiltonian path is used
(which is a special case of a spanning tree), the broad-
cast requires m + n - 2 rounds.
A more efficient algorithm is obtained by using a single
almost complete binary tree. An almost complete bi-
nary tree of n nodes, where 2h - l -1 < n ~ 2h -1, is a
binary tree derived from a 2h -1 node complete binary
tree by removing 2h - 1 - n nodes at the bottom level
from right to left. This version of single spanning tree
broadcasting algorithm requires 2m + 2 log n - O(1)
rounds, which is approximately a factor of 2 greater
than the lower bound given above.
2.3 Broadcast Based on Multiple Span-
ning Trees
A more efficient technique for broadcasting is to create
d different d-ary trees, each of which spans the n - 1
processors other than the broadcaster. The broad-
caster then sends its packets to the roots of these d
trees in a round-robin fashion, with each packet be-
ing sent to only a single such root. Each processor
which is an internal node in one of the spanning trees
is responsible for sending copies of the packets which
it receives from its parent in that spanning tree to all
of its children in that spanning tree. The advantage
of this approach is that the root only has to send one
copy of each packet, so the time required is propor-
tional to m rather than 2m.
A challenge with this approach is arranging the span-
ning trees so that each node has a total of at most
d children in all of the spanning trees. This is re-
quired so that each node has time to distribute copies
of the packets that it has received to each of its chil-
dren before receiving another round of packets from
its parents. Another challenge with this approach is
scheduling the communications so that each proces-
sor sends at most one packet per round and receives
at most one packet per round. Despite these difficul-
ties, this approach has been used with d almost com-
plete d-ary trees to obtain an algorithm which requires
m + 2log n - 0(1) rounds [2].
Also, in the special case where n is a power of 2, an
algorithm [13] based on the combination of the edge-
disjoint spanning trees [16] and the binomial tree of
the hypercube can be used. This algorithm requires
only m + log n - 1 rounds, thus exactly matching the
lower bound proven above. However, no efficient tech-
nique is known for extending this algorithm to the case
of arbitrary values of n.
3 Generalized Fibonacci Trees
Definition 3.1 A full d-ary tree is a d-ary tree m
which each node has either 0 or d children.
The following lemma can be proven with a straight-
forward induction.
packet at round x. The largest label in the tree there-
fore gives the number of rounds required to broadcast
one packet in the tree according to this scheduling.
Note that the largest label in a base-x labeling of a
Fibonacci tree FTd(t) is t + x.
Notice that the base-x labeling has an additional prop-
erty which facilitates the scheduling for pipelining a
new packet every d rounds. Specifically, the labels
of the d children of each internal node are all dis-
tinct modulo d. This means that the root can re-
ceive new packets from some external nodes at rounds
x, x + d, x + 2d, ... , in which case each node labeled i
will receive new packets at rounds i, i + d, i + 2d, .. '.
Definition 3.6 Let Fd(t) be the number of nodes in
the order-t d-ary Fibonacci tree FTd(t).
From Definition 3.4, one can derive the following re-
cursion
LeIlllIla 3.2 A full d-ary tree T with x internal nodes
contains exactly x(d - 1) + 1 leaf nodes.
if 0 :s t < d,
if t ~ d.
Definition 3.3 A tree T is a treetop of tree T' if T is
a connected subgraph of T' and T contains the root
ofT'.
Definition 3.4 Given any integers d ~ 2 and t ~ 0,
an order-t d-ary generalized Fibonacci tree, denoted
FTd(t), is defined as follows. FTd(t), where (I :s t < d,
has only one node. To obtain FTd(t), where t ~ d,
first create a forest consisting of the trees FTd ( t -
1), FTd(t - 2),···, FTd(t - d), then add one additional
node (which will be the root of FTd(t)), and finally
connect this additional node to the root of each of the
trees FTd(t - 1), FTd(t - 2),···, FTd(t - d).
Figure 1 shows an example of FT2(6) and Figure 2
shows an example of FT3 (6). It can be easily seen by
induction that an FTd(t) is a full d-ary tree. We now
define a labeling of the nodes in an FTd(t).
Definition 3.5 The base-x labeling of a generalized
Fibonacci tree FTd(t) with root node r assigns the
label x to r and for 1 :s i :s d, performs a base-(x + i)
labeling of the subtree FTd(t - i) rooted at the i-th
child of r. The base-x labeling of a tree T which is a
treetop of a generalized Fibonacci tree FTd(t) assi~ns
the same label to each node in T as its label in FTd(t).
Figures 1 and 2 show examples of base-O labelings.
Note that a node in a d-ary tree which receives a
packet at round t can send copies of the packet to
its children at rounds t + 1 through t + d. There-
fore, a base-x labeling of a d-ary tree defines a valid
scheduling for broadcasting one packet to all nodes on
the tree. In particular, the label of a node in a base-
x labeled tree represents the rounds at which it first
receives a packet, assuming that the root obtains the
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Note that this recursion is similar to the recursion
which defines the Fibonacci numbers, thus explaining
our use of the term "Fibonacci tree". The following
theorem gives a lower bound for Fd(t). The proof is
given in Appendix A.
Theorem 3.7 For any integer d ~ 2 and for any in-
teger t ~ d + 2, Fd(t) ~ (2 - 2- d+1 )t-d-4.
Given nand d, we are actually interested in finding
the smallest integer t such that FTd(t) has at least
n nodes. Formally, we wish to find fd(n) defined as
follows.
Definition 3.8 Let fd(n) ~f min{t I Fd(t) ~ n}.
The following theorem gives an upper bound for fd(t).
The proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 3.9 For any integer d ~ 2 and for any n ~
1, fd(n) :s log n + (3log n)j(2d - 3) + d + 5.
4 The Broadcast Algorithm
4.1 Overview
The idea is to use d d-ary spanning trees, where each
tree is a treetop of a d-ary Fibonacci tree. (We will
later choose d ~ log log n for sufficiently large n to
yield a good upper bound.) There are different cases
based on the value of n mod J2. The simplest case,
in which n mod d2 = d + 1, will be presented first.
Throughout this section we will assume that d is odd.
4.2 Broadcast among n processors when
n mod f1l = d + 1
Definition 4.1 Two nodes in a d-ary tree are in the
same sibling set if they have the same parent. A sib-
ling set consisting entirely of leaf nodes is called a leaf
sibling set.
Let s = (n -l)jd and note that s mod d = 1. Remove
the broadcaster and partition the n - 1 remaining pro-
cessors into d groups of size s, and number the groups
othrough d -1. Next, build a tree To which spans the
processors in group 0 and has the following properties:
1. To is a treetop of FTd(t), where t = fd(s).
2. To is a full d-ary tree.
Note that To can be obtained from FTd(t) by succes-
sively removing leaf sibling sets until s nodes remain.
Next, for each i, 1 ~ i ~ d - 1, create a tree Ti whi~h
is isomorphic to To and which spans the processors m
group i, and let ri denote the root of Ii. Figure 3
shows an example of To, T I and T2 when n = 22 and
d= 3.
We are now ready to extend the Ii's so that each of
them spans all of the n - 1 processors other than the
broadcaster. More specifically, we will extend each
tree Ti to obtain a new tree t by adding d children
to each leaf in Ti. Let x = (s - l)jd and note that it
follows from Lemma 3.2 that each tree Ti has exactly
x internal nodes and x(d-l)+ 1 = (s-I)(d-l)/d+l
leaves. Therefore, adding d children to each leaf in Ti
will add exactly (s-I)(d-l)+d = s(d-l)+ 1 nodes,
and each tree t will have exactly s + s(d - 1) + 1 = n
nodes. However, our goal is to have each t span the
n - 1 processors other than the broadcaster, so each
t has 1 extra node. In order to accommodate this
extra node, we will pretend that we have 1 additional
processor, called the virtual processor and denoted v,
which is not in any of the Ii's but which will be a leaf
in all of the irs.
The t's are created as follows. For each i where 0 ~
i < d - 1, pair all but one of the leaves in Ti with the
sibling sets in the d - 1 trees Ii where j 1: i. Each
leaf in Ti and each sibling set in Ii where j 1: i must
appear in exactly one of these pairs, but othe.r~ise the
pairing is arbitrary. Next, take the one remammg leaf
in Ti and pair it with the set Eli = {rj Ij 1: i} U {v}.
The tree t is obtained from the tree Ti by taking
the d nodes that are paired with each leaf node in Ti
and making them children of that leaf node. Figure 4
shows an example of To when n = 22 and d = 3.
At this point we have a single broadcaster and a forest
of d trees, To through Td- I , which collectively span the
n - 1 processors other than the broadcaster. Also, we
have a virtual processor v which is not in any of the
Ii's, and extensions of the Ti's, To ~hroug~ Td- I , each
of which spans the n processors (mcludmg v) other
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than the broadcaster. All that remains is to defille a
schedule for broadcasting the packets along the Ti's.
We will define this schedule by labeling each of the
t 's. Note that each processor appears in all d of the
t's, so it will receive d different labe!s. We will let
li(p) denote processor p's label in tree Ii. These labels
are defined as follows.
Definition 4.2 Let Pi denote an arbitrary processor
in Ti and for 0 ~ j ~ d - 1, let qj denote Pi'S parent
in Tj (if such a parent exists). Let Ii (Pi) be the label
assigned to Pi by a base-i labeling of Ti. For each
j where 0 ~ j ~ d - 1 and i 1: j, let Ij (pd be the
smallest integer greater than Ij(qj) such that Ij(Pi) +
j == li(Pi) + i (mod d). Finally, if qj is v's parent in
ij, let Ij (v) be the smallest integer greater than Ij (qj )
such that lj(v) == j (mod d).
The following lemmas show that these labels can be
used to schedule the broadcasting of the packets along
the Ti'S.
Lemma 4.3 If processor q is the parent of processor
P in tree ii, where 0 ~ i ~ d - 1, then li(q) < li(p),
Proof: If P is an internal node of t, then both P
and q are in Ti and the lemma follows from the fact
that a base-i labeling of Ii assigns smaller labels to
parents than to children. If P ~ a l~af node in Ti ,
then it is clear from the construction gIven above that
li(q) < li(p), 0
Lemma 4.4 If processor q is an internal node in tree
Tk' 0 ~ k ~ d-l, and processors Pi and Pj are distinct
children of q in Tk, then lk(pd ~ lk(pj) (mod d).
Proof: If Pi and Pj are internal nodes of Tk' then
both p. and Pj are in Tk and the lemma follows from
the fa~t that a base-k labeling of Tk assigns distinct
labels, modulo d, to siblings. Otherwise, if Pi and Pj
are siblings in some tree Th, then lk(Pi)+k == Ih(Pi) +
h (mod d) and lk(pj) + k == lh(pj) + h (mod d), so
lk(Pi) + lh(pj) == lh(pd + lk(pj) (mod d). However,
h (Pj) ~ lh(Pi) (mod d) so it follows that lk(pj) ~
lk(Pi) (mod d).
Otherwise assume without loss of generality that Pi =
ri and i # k. If Pj = rj where j 1: k and j 1: i,
then lk(Pi) + k == 2i (mod d) and lk(pj) + k == 2j
(mod d), which implies that lk(Pi) ~ h:(pj) (mod d)
(because d is odd). Finally, if Pj = v, then lk(Pi)+k ==
2i (mod d) and lk(pj) == k (mod d), which implies
that lk(pj) + k == 2k (mod d) and lk(Pi) ~ Ik(pj)
(mod d) (because d is odd). 0
Lemma 4.5 Let P be any processor (including v)
other than the broadcaster, and let i a.nd j be distinct
integers where 0 ~ i ~ d - 1 and 0 ~ J ~ d - 1. Then
li(p) ~ lj(p) (mod d).
Proof: Ifp = v then li(p) == i (mod d) and lj(p) == j
(mod d), so li(p) t lj(p) (mod d). Otherwise, pis
ill some tree Th where 0 < h < d - 1. In this case
li(p)+i == lh(p)+h (mod-d) and lj(p)+j == lh(p)+h
(mod d), which implies that li(p) t lj(p) (mod d).
o
Lenuna 4.6 It is possible to broadcast m packets
among n processors in m + !d( n d1) + d - 1 rounds,
assuming n mod d2 = d + 1 and d ~ 3 is an odd inte-
ger.
Proof: The broadcaster can send out the m packets
in a round-robin fashion to each of the 11 'so Each
processor p receives its first packet in tree 11 at
round Ii (p) and successive packets in tree Ti at rounds
li(p) +d, li(p) +2d, . ". Whenever a processor p that is
an internal node in 11 receives a packet it sends copies
of the packet to its d children in 1';, in increasing or-
der according to the children's labels in 11. From the
previous lemmas, and the fact that each processor is
an internal node in at most one of the Ti's, it follows
that this broadcasting schedule requires each proces-
sor to receive at most one packet per round and to
send at most one packet per round. Finally, note that
at most fd( n d1) + d rounds are required to pass any
single packet from the broadcaster to all of the remain-
ing processors. Therefore, the broadcast completes in
m + !d(ndl) + d - 1 rounds. 0
4.3 Broadcast among n processors when
n mod d = 1
We will now show how the construction given in the
previous subsection can be extended to handle the case
where n mod d = 1. Let n = n' + (3d where n' and (3
are integers, 0 ~ (3 ~ d - 1, and n' mod d2 = d + 1.
Note that the construction given in the previous sub-
section can be used to perform the broadcast among n'
of the processors. Therefore, all that is required is that
we insert the (3d additional processors into the broad-
cast without greatly increasing the time requirement
of the algorithm. In fact, we will be able to insert
these (3d additional processors while only increasing
the number of rounds required by one.
The idea is to insert the i-th additional processor into
the middle of the edge entering the i-th leaf of ij,
where 0 ~ j ~ d - 1 (note that n must be sufficiently
large with respect to d, so that ij will have at least
(3d leaves). Figure 5 shows an example of the modified
To from Figure 4 when n = 28 and d = 3. Thus each
of the additional processors will appear in all d of the
1'; 's and will have a single child in each of them. In
each of these 1'; 's, if an additional processor receives
a packet from its parent at round t it will simply pass
this packet on to its (only) child at round t + 1.
There are two complications regarding the scheduling
of the broadcast after adding these additional nodes.
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First, the first (3d leaf nodes in each 1'; now have to
wait one additional round to receive each packet (be-
cause the additional processor that was inserted above
it introduces a delay of one round). However, note
that the number of additional processors is a multiple
of d, so either all of the processors in a leaf sibling set
in a tree 11 have their labels increased by one or none
of them have their labels increased. As a result, all
of the processors in a leaf sibling set can be assigned
labels that are distinct modulo d and we are able to
use the rules given in Definition 4.2 to label these leaf
nodes.
Second, we must show that the additional processors
neither receive more than one packet in a round nor
send more than one packet in a round. However, this
is trivial since each additional processor is inserted in
the same location in each of the 1'; 's and the labels
associated with any given position in each of the 1'; 's
are all distinct modulo d.
Finally, it is clear that the insertion of the additional
processors only increases the number of rounds re-
quired by at most one. Combining these observations
yields the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7 It is possible to broadcast m packets
among n processors in m + !d( n d1) + d rounds, as-
suming n ~ d2 + d + I, n mod d = I, and d ~ 3 is an
odd integer.
4.4 Broadcast among n processors where
n is arbitrary
The construction given in the previous subsection can
be extended to handle the case of arbitrary n. Let
n = n' +Q' where n' and Q' are integers, 0 ~ Q' ~ d - 1
and n' mod d = 1. Note that the previous construc-
tion can be used to perform the broadcast among n' of
the processors. Therefore, all that is required is that
we insert the Q' additional processors into the broad-
cast in an efficient manner. We will do this by simply
creating a linear array of these Q' additional proces-
sors. The first processor in this linear array will play
the role of the virtual processor, v, described above.
Whenever a processor in this linear array (other than
the last one) receives a packet it passes a copy of the
packet on to the next processor in the linear array one
round later. Because the virtual processor v receives
all of the broadcast packets in the above algorithm,
the additional processors in this linear array will also
receive all of the broadcast packets. Finally, note that
the addition of this linear array increases the number
of rounds required by at most d - 2, as the linear ar-
ray has at most d - 1 processors and the time required
to broadcast the packets to the virtual processor was
included in the analysis of the previous algorithm. As
a result, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8 It is possible to broadcast m packets
among n processors in m + !d( n d1) + 2d - 2 rounds,
assuming n ~ d2 + d + 1 and d ~ 3 is an odd integer.
We are now prepared to prove the main result of this
paper.
Theorem 4.9 For all sufficiently large n, it is pos-
sible to broadcast m packets among n processors in
m + log n + 3 log log n + 15 rounds.
Proof: Let d be the smallest odd integer greater than
or equal to log(3+log n) and note that d < 3+log log n
for all sufficiently large n. It follows from Lemma 4.8
that the algorithm described above requires at most
m+ fd(n)+2d-2 rounds. From Theorem 3.9, fd(n) ~
log n+(3 log n)j(2d-3)+d+ 5 < log n+log log n+ 11.
Therefore, the algorithm requires at most m + log n +
3 log log n + 15 rounds. 0
Although setting d ~ log log n gives the best asymp-
totic bounds, it should be noted that even small con-
stant values of d give very good bounds. For example,
when d = 7 Theorem 3.9 yields h(n) ~ 1.024 log n+ 12
and Lemma 4.8 shows that the broadcasting algorithm
requires at most m + 1.024 log n + 24 rounds.
A Proof of Theorem 3.7
The proof relies on the following definition and theo-
rem, which were given by Capocelli et al. [6].
Definition A.I
ift = 0,
if t = 1,
if 2 ~ t < d,
ift ~ d.
Theorem A.2 (Capocelli et al.) For any integers
d and t where d ~ 2 and t ~ 0,
r
x-I t-l 1
Gd(t) = (d + l)xd _ 2d X +0.5
where x is a constant in the range 2 - 2- d+1 < X <
2 - 2- d •
Lemma A.3 For any integers d and t where d ~ 2
and t ~ d - 2, Fd(t) ~ Gd(t - d + 3).
Proof: It is straightforward to verify that Fd(t) =
2t- dd + 1 > 2t - d+1 if d < t < 2d. Also, note that
Fd(d - 2) ~ 1 = Gd(I), that Fd(d - 1) = 1 = Gd(2),
and that Gd(d) = 2d- 2 • Therefore, it follows that for
any t where d - 2 ~ t ~ 2d - 3, Fd(t) ~ Gd(t - d + 3).
It then follows by induction that for any t where t ~
2d - 2, Fd(t) ~ Gd(t - d + 3). 0
Theorem A.2 and Lemma A.3 can then be used to
prove Theorem 3.7.
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Proof: From Theorem A.2,
when d ~ 2 and t ~ 5. Therefore, when d ~ 2 and
t ~ d - 2, it follows from Lemma A.3 that Fd(t) ~
Gd(t - d + 3) ~ (2 - 2-d+1 )t-d-4. 0
B Proof of Theorem 3.9
Proof: Let Y = llogn+(3Iogn)j(2d -3)+d+5J
and note that
Y ~ logn+(3Iogn)j(2d -3)+d+4
2d (log n)j(2d - 3)) + d + 4
~ 2d (log n)j(2d - log e - 1)) + d + 4.
Using a Taylor Series expansion, we have
00
log(2 - a) = 1 - (log e) 2)aj2); ji
;=1
so
00
log(2 - T d+1 ) 1- (loge) LTd;ji
;=1
00
~ 1- (loge) LTd;
;=1
= 1- (loge)j(2d - 1)
and
1/log(2 - T d+1 ) ~ (2d - 1)/(2d - loge -1)
~ 2d /(2 d - loge - 1).
Therefore
Y ~ (log n)/ log(2 - 2- d+!) + d + 4
and
y - d - 4 ~ (log n)/ log(2 - 2- d+1 )
and
(y - d - 4)log(2 - 2- d+1 ) ~ logn
and
n ~ (2 - 2- d+1 )y-d-4 ~ Fd(Y)
from Theorem 3.7. Thus Fd(y) ~ n which implies that
fd(n) ~ y ~ logn + (3Iogn)/(2d - 3) + d + 5. 0
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Figure 1: An example of the order-6 binary Fibonacci
tree, FT2 (6). Figure 4: An example of To for n = 22 and d = 3.
The empty circle denote the virtual processor.
6
4 6
Figure 2: An example of the order-6 ternary Fibonacci
tree, FT3 (6).
broa<1faster
Figure 5: An example of modified To for n = 28.
Nodes added to the previous figure are denoted by
squares.
Figure 3: An example of To through T2 for n = 22 and
d= 3.
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Figure 6: An example of modified To for n = 30.
Nodes added to the previous figure are denoted by
squares.
